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The tar spot complex (TSC) is a devastating disease of maize (Zea mays L.),

occurring in 17 countries throughout Central, South, and North America and

the Caribbean, and can cause grain yield losses of up to 80%. As yield losses

from the disease continue to intensify in Central America, Phyllachora maydis,

one of the causal pathogens of TSC, was first detected in the United States

in 2015, and in 2020 in Ontario, Canada. Both the distribution and yield

losses due to TSC are increasing, and there is a critical need to identify the

genetic resources for TSC resistance. The Seeds of Discovery Initiative at

CIMMYT has sought to combine next-generation sequencing technologies

and phenotypic characterization to identify valuable alleles held in the CIMMYT

Germplasm Bank for use in germplasm improvement programs. Individual

landrace accessions of the “Breeders’ Core Collection” were crossed to

CIMMYT hybrids to form 918 unique accessions topcrosses (F1 families) which

were evaluated during 2011 and 2012 for TSC disease reaction. A total of 16

associated SNP variants were identified for TSC foliar leaf damage resistance

and increased grain yield. These variants were confirmed by evaluating the TSC

reaction of previously untested selections of the larger F1 testcross population

(4,471 accessions) based on the presence of identified favorable SNPs. We

demonstrated the usefulness of mining for donor alleles in Germplasm Bank

accessions for newly emerging diseases using genomic variation in landraces.

KEYWORDS

maize landraces, maize genetic resources, allelic diversity, rare alleles, phenotypic

characterization, foliar diseases of tropicalmaize, Phyllachoramaydis, climate change
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Introduction

Monoculture in modern agriculture, as well as the adoption

of elite varieties, has resulted in a loss of genetic diversity,

diminishing specific genetic resistance sources accumulated

from hundreds of years of cultivation of landraces in

disease-prone regions (Dawson et al., 2015). Methodologies

to identify an expanded portfolio of genetic resources with

known resistances will be essential in rapid responses to

emerging infectious agricultural diseases exacerbated by climate

uncertainty. To this end, various international conferences

have begun addressing the topic of genetic erosion and

promoting allele mining from exotic germplasm for climate

resilience. The Seeds of Discovery Initiative at CIMMYT, as

an example, has sought to combine the use of next-generation

genotyping technologies and phenotypic characterization to

identify valuable alleles held in the CIMMYT Germplasm Bank.

Identifying important traits in materials stored in

Germplasm Banks and the belief that valuable material

exists within these collections motivated this study. Using a

genome-wide association panel, referred to as F1 Association

Mapping (FOAM) by Romero Navarro et al., 2017, we present

an allele-mining approach for TSC resistance from a diverse

set of landrace accessions. Such diverse germplasm poses

logistical challenges, and the methods described in this article

demonstrate a novel approach to identifying resistance alleles in

very low frequencies.

According to Müller and Samuels (1984), tar spot complex

(TSC) symptoms are due to initial Phyllachora maydis infection,

followed by M. maydis and Coniothyrium phyllachorae. TSC

development is favored by cool climate conditions with

temperatures of 17–22 ◦C and relative humidity > 75%, with >

7 h of leaf wetness at night (Hock et al., 1995). Initial infection

by P. maydis leads to the “tar spot” lesion, where subsequent

infections by M. maydis and C. phyllachorae lead to the

formation of a necrotic lesion known as the “fisheye” symptom,

extending out from the initial tar spot lesion with the necrosis

associated with the presence of M. maydis. Under conditions

favorable to the pathogens, the necrotic areas can coalesce

leading to complete necrosis of leaves during the reproductive

stages of plant development, reducing the photosynthetic area

and thereby lowering the grain yield through inadequate grain

fill, and ear rot symptoms (Müller and Samuels, 1984). TSC can

be controlled through the use of fungicides (Bajet et al., 1994;

Pereyda–Hernández et al., 2009); however, for small farmers,

the additional cost of chemical control is prohibitive in regions

where the economic returns are low and access to inputs is

challenging. Developing genetic resistance is thus the most

desirable, cost-effective, and environmentally friendly measure

for controlling these pathogens.

The presence of the single pathogen P. maydis, known

as tar spot, was first described in 1904 in Mexico (Maublanc,

1904), followed by reports in other countries throughout the

region (Abbot, 1931; Bell and Alandia, 1957; Schieber, 1968;

Castaño, 1969; Liu, 1973), but significant yield losses were not

noted until the 1970s, when a second fungus, Monographella

maydis E. Müller, was found associated with P. maydis in

necrotic areas on infected leaves, and the name Tar Spot

Complex (TSC) was designated for this more virulent disease

complex (Müller and Samuels, 1984). Significant yield loss up

to 30% has been documented in Mexico, with disease being

detected from the highlands of Central Mexico to the winter

plantings in the coastal lowlands (Hock, 1989). ProMED and

deGuate.com reported 80% yield losses in Guatemala caused by

TSC in 2007 in seed production fields of a susceptible hybrid

(Monterroso-Salvatierra, 2014), the same year TSC was first

described in Honduras. In 2011, the Ministry of Agriculture

and Livestock of Honduras called for urgent cooperation to

confront the spread of TSC because the disease decimated

white maize and was affecting the fields of 30% of the nation’s

small farmers (source:http://latinamericacurrentevents.com/

honduras-tar-spot-maize-spread/3255/). In April 2013, TSC

was first reported in the Zapotitan area of El Salvador (source:

La Prensa Grafica: http://www.laprensagrafica.com/mancha-de-

asfalto--enfermedad-del-maiz). A newly emerging infectious

disease impacting international agriculture had arrived.

As the importance of TSC of maize continued to intensify

in Mexico and Central America, in September 2015, P. maydis

was detected in the important corn-producing states of Indiana

and Illinois (Ruhl et al., 2016). P. maydis was also confirmed

in maize fields in South Florida in June of 2016 (Hansen et al.,

2016). As of 2021, P. maydis was already established in the

midwestern corn belt (Rocco da Silva et al., 2021) and found

to overwinter in the Midwest (Kleczewski et al., 2019) where

reduced tillage practices are conducive for providing primary

inoculum in the plant debris for subsequent proximal plantings

(Kleczewski and Bowman, 2020). US yield loss estimates for

2018 due to tar spot are 4.6 million metric tons (Mueller

et al., 2019). A modeling based on climate similarity with

known tar spot disease locations predicts that a large area of

the North American maize-production area is conducive for

tar spot development which has the potential for much larger

yield losses as tar spot gets established (Mottaleb et al., 2019).

M. maydis and C. phyllachorea, which in association with P.

maydis, lead to significant economic damage in Latin America,

but have not been detected in temperate North America so

far (McCoy et al., 2019).

Host resistance has been found in temperate exotic

germplasm developed by the US Genetic Enhancement of

Maize (GEM) program (Lipps et al., 2022), while in tropical

areas of Latin America, good sources of resistance have been

identified (Ceballos and Deutsch, 1992; Mahuku et al., 2016;

Cao et al., 2017) and utilized in commercial germplasm

(Mahuku et al., 2013). Resistance has been found to the
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primary pathogen, P. maydis, with less leaf area colonized and

less subsequent leaf area with potential leaf firing. A single

dominant gene was found to be responsible for conferring

resistance (Ceballos and Deutsch, 1992). In later studies using

both genome-wide association panels and linkage panels, a

major QTL on chromosome 8, qRtsc8-1, in bin 8.03 was

identified (Mahuku et al., 2016) and minor QTLs were detected

on chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 10 (Mahuku et al.,

2016; Cao et al., 2017). Transferring resistance conferred

by qRtsc8-1 to susceptible tropical and temperate hybrids

would be the first step for a disease control, while adding

additional minor alleles for resistance could add increased

stability. A broader evaluation of tropical maize genetic

resources from CIMMYT’s Germplasm Bank would be valuable

to identify new unique alleles for resistance not detected

in other studies.

Materials and methods

Description of panel

The CIMMYT Maize Germplasm Bank’s “Breeders’

Core Collection” consists of 4,471 landrace accessions from

Highland, Subtropical, and Tropical regions from 35 countries

in the Americas. The accessions in this collection were

selected based on the acceptable agronomic performance

in CIMMYT Germplasm Bank trials within racial groups

and balanced as a proportional percentage of accessions

within each racial group (Taba, 2005). The Seeds of Discovery

Initiative used this Core Collection to form accession-

topcross families for GWAS in an approach-termed F-one

association mapping or FOAM (Romero Navarro et al., 2017);

and a subset of 912 accession topcrosses were evaluated in

field trials for reaction to TSC. The majority of the TSC

GWAS panel originated from collections in Mexico (272

accessions, 32.3%) and Brazil (164 accessions, 19.5%), with

57 accessions from Venezuela (6.8%) and 54 from Guatemala

(6.4%). The composition of TSC landrace panel is shown

in Figure 1.

The genotypic values for the TSC landrace panel were

derived from a single plant of each landrace accession of

the core collection. The same single plant sampled for DNA

extraction was used as the male parent to produce topcross

seed using a CIMMYT single cross hybrid as the female

parent. The accession topcrosses produced in this manner were

evaluated in multiple field trials to produce phenotypic values

(foliar rating for disease data). Genotyping was conducted

using two genome complexity reduction methods—GBS,

genotyping by sequencing (Elshire et al., 2011); the original,

un-imputed SNP data (Hearne et al., 2014a) and DArTseqTM

(Cruz et al., 2013).

Description of trials

The TSC panel was evaluated in Guadalupe Victoria,

Chiapas, in 2011 and 2012 (GPS 16◦ 26
′

48.35
′′

N, 93◦ 7
′

30.75
′′

W; 793m above sea level). Guadalupe Victoria is characterized

as a humid tropical climate and is within the area most affected

by the TSC epidemic. The 2011 experiment had a total of 600

experimental plots with 535 accession topcrosses and 65 check

plots (10.8%). In the 2012 trial, a total of 810 plots with 688

unique accession topcrosses and 90 checks plots (11%) were

planted. In 2012, four accessions were also evaluated per se; these

were the accessions with the best performance as topcrosses

in 2011 (lowest TSC foliar rating and highest yield). The four

accessions per se were replicated 4 times and the corresponding

topcrosses of these 4 accessions were also replicated 5 times

within the otherwise un-replicated trial.

Considering both experiments, 918 unique accession

topcrosses were evaluated in total; among those, 305 accession

topcrosses were evaluated in both years. Within the 2011

trial, 512 accessions used in the accession topcrosses were

of tropical origin, whereas 23 were subtropical; in 2012, 681

of the accessions were tropical and 7 were of subtropical

origin. Within the 305 repeated accession topcrosses, 298 were

tropical and 7 were subtropical. The TSC landrace GWAS

panel used the following hybrids as female parents to produce

the accession topcrosses: CML269/CML264, CML495/CML494,

CML373/CML311, and CML451/CML486. The details of the

CIMMYT gene bank accession ID of male parents and hybrids

used as female parent in topcross, geo-adaptation origin, and

year of trials can be found in Supplementary Table 1S.

The experiments were un-replicated designs with repeated

checks in a semi-randomized arrangement. First, check plots

were allocated systematically in the field, including the same

number of check plots in every row and range. After allocating

the checks, test crosses and per se accessions were randomized in

the free plots. Two commercial hybrids (spatial checks) that are

widely adapted within tropical and subtropical environments of

Mexico were used to adjust for spatial variation in both 2011

and 2012. We used two check plots in every row and 2 to 4

check plots per column (range). The two check plots within

a row had both spatial checks, while in the columns, spatial

checks were allocated alternatively per column. In 2012, two

additional checks with differing responses to TSC were included

in the trial, both are adapted to the TSC endemic region, but

one is considered more resistant and the other more susceptible

among commercial hybrids. We used 5 check plots per row and

2 check plots per range in 2012. Considering the two rows and

five columns, we had a rectangle of 2 by 5 in which we allocated

the four checks as an incomplete extended Latin Square design.

With this process, we reached a balance in the allocation of

checks to rows and ranges. Some minor changes to the original

designs were made in order to fit the total number of plots with
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FIGURE 1

Accessions in the TSC GWAS (genome-wide association study) panel by country of origin. The panel consists of maize landrace accessions

collected from 30 di�erent countries with the majority coming from Mexico (32.3%) and Brazil (19.5%).

the number of accession topcrosses and checks plots, such as

including checks to fill the last range or substituting accessions

with low number of seeds. These changes did not change the

experimental design.

Field management and disease evaluation

Planting dates for the 2011 and 2012 trials were 14 June

2011 for the first year’s experiment and the second on 8 June

2012. Guadalupe Victoria, Chiapas, is in the epicenter of the

region being most affected by the TSC. Both trials were machine

planted in plots that were 2-m long with 1-m alleys between

plots and 80 cm between rows. Twenty seeds were sown per

2m and then thinned to approximately 12 plants per plot. The

amount of fertilizer applied at planting was 41-N, 46-P, 60-K per

hectare, with an additional 138 units of nitrogen applied as urea

on 20 July 2011 (the first trial) and 15 July 2012 (the second

trial). Herbicide and insecticides were applied at planting and

during the growth cycle in accordance with standard agronomic

practices for hybrid production in the region.

Description of foliar ratings and
associated data

The foliar rating for each entry’s reaction to TSC was

recorded after the symptoms of the disease began to develop-

the point at which lesions began to coalesce on lower leaves.

The first rating was taken on 23 September 2011 using a

standard CIMMYT foliar rating scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates

immunity and 5 is a dead plant, on a plot basis. The second

rating was done 2 weeks after the first rating, using the same

foliar rating scale of 1 to 5, also on a plot basis.

In 2012, the first rating was done on 19 August 2012 and the

second rating on 4 September 2012. In the 2012 trial, individual

plants were rated in 6 central plants in each row to provide a

more continuous value for foliar rating as well as a quantification

of variance within each entry. The rating scale used in 2012

was based on that of Ceballos and Deutsch (1992), which is

a 0–5 scale with 0 being immune and 5 being a dead plant.

The Ceballos Deutsch scale differentiates the amount of TSC

damage on leaves below the ear and above the ear, making it a

more useful scale for the diversity of height and ear positions

in this population. Both the broader scale and the use of an

average of six plants per row aimed to accentuate the quantitative

differences between entries. The same CIMMYT foliar rating of

1–5 scale on a whole plot basis was also done for the second

rating (4 September 2012).

Agronomic data were taken during the course of both trials.

These data were plant number (number of plants after thinning),

male and female flowering dates (number of days from planting

to 50% flowering), stalk and root lodging (number of plants

affected per row), and plant and ear height (in centimeters from

the base of the plant). Mature ears were harvested by hand after

the physiologic maturity. The data were taken as to number of

ears harvested, number of diseased ears, weight of harvested

ears, weight of shelled grain, weight of cob, and percentage grain
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moisture. From these data, other data are derived: Anthesis-

silking interval (difference in days between male flowering and

female flowering), proportion of plants lodged (number of plants

lodged/total number of plants per plot), shelling percentage

(percentage of shelled grain per weight of harvested ears), and

grain weight per hectare adjusted for 12.5% moisture (Table 1).

Genotypic information

The raw genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP) profile for the TSC landrace panel was generated using

the genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) technology (Elshire et al.,

2011). The raw SNP profile for the panel was called and imputed

with a global collection of maize germplasms using the Beagle

v4 algorithm (Browning and Browning, 2013) (see comparison

in Swarts et al., 2014); the total number of SNPs in this global

release, namely, GBSv.27, is 954,179. Due to the sample size

difference between trials in 2011 and 2012, total numbers

of SNPs included for the genome-wide association (GWAS)

analysis varied in experiments (Beagle 4 imputed GBSv2.7 see:

Hearne et al., 2014b).

In addition, due to the diverse genetics of maize landraces,

we estimated the relatedness among accessions of the TSC

GWAS panel using the filtered, non-B73 referenced, SNP set

from DArTseqTM. The SNP filtering was based on SNP minor

allele frequency (MAF > 0.25) and missing data ratio (< 20%).

The remaining missing values of DArT SNPs were imputed and

replaced with themean of the locus. Finally, a genomic similarity

matrix standardized with allele frequency as VanRaden (2007)

was estimated; this genomic similaritymatrix was used to correct

for relationship between accessions when fitting the GWAS

mixed model (as the K matrix).

All genotypic information used in this study can be accessed

via the CIMMYT Research Data and Software Repository

Network (https://data.cimmyt.org/) and the CIMMYT Maize

Germinate 3 Database (https://germinate.cimmyt.org/maize/).

Phenotypic data analysis and the best
linear unbiased predictors

Phenotypic data were analyzed with a linear mixed model in

order to obtain the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) for

each of the single plants per accession genotyped. The model for

the trial response was a complete nested model with a dummy

“check” effect as the highest level of nesting factor.

To control soil/environment heterogeneity, we included row

and column effects as random effects. A spatial adjustment was

done by modeling the residual error term with an autoregressive

order one model, in both directions row and column. The

model was

Ymn = µ + Ti + P(T)ij + A(PT)ijk + Rm + Cn + εmn

εmn ∼ N (0,6)

where Ymn is the response variable in the plot located in the

row m and the column n, µ is the overall mean, Ti is i-th

dummy check effect, with i=1 (checks) to 2 (testcrosses) (in

2012, there was another level for accessions per se), P(T) ij is the

j-th hybrid effect nested in the i-th check effect (fixed), A(PT) ijk
is the k-th testcross effect (fixed) nested in the j-th hybrid effect

(random), nested in the i-th check effect, Rm is the m-th row

effect (random), Cn is the n-th column effect (random), and εmn

is the experimental error in the m-th row and the n-th column.

We assume that the vector of errors ε is multivariate normally

distributed with mean at zero and matrix of variance covariance

6 = σ (ARr ⊗ ARC). R and C follow a normal distribution with

mean at zero and variance σ 2
r and σ 2

c , respectively.

Broad sense heritability was estimated by dividing the

accession variance by the sum of the residual variance and the

accession variance. All analyses were done in ASReml (Gilmour

et al., 2009). The phenotypic data analysis used a linear-

mixed model to calculate variance components for genotype

and residual together with the heritability; other calculated

components are the tester and the spatial parameters. All

phenotypic information used in this study can be accessed via

the CIMMYT Maize Germinate 3 Database (https://germinate.

cimmyt.org/maize/).

Population genetic structure analysis

We examined the genetic structure using a Bayesian

population assignment method of the clustering software

STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000). The Bayesian method

considers data and parameters as random variables having

specific distributions, called a-priori distribution. The Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation was used to infer

these parameters and to estimate the posterior probability that

the data fit the hypothesis of K populations. In this study, we

tested the values of K ranging from 2 to 8 with 3 independent

runs per test, using both no admixture and admixture models

with correlated allele frequencies, a 100,000 iteration burn-in

followed by 106 additional iterations, from which every 100th

observation was recorded.

Genome-wide association

To associate TSC disease symptoms with genome-wide

SNP polymorphism, we used linear-mixed models to account

for relatedness among samples and to control for population
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TABLE 1 Summary of the phenotypic data and heritability of TSC (tar spot complex) landrace accession panel.

2011 2012

Trait Minimum* Maximum* Vg Ve H2 Minimum* Maximum* Vg Ve H2

Ear height (cm) 125 183 82.3 179.2 31.5 117 208 251.1 83.4 75.1

Plant height (cm) 315 364 121.3 236.1 33.9 228 314 233.9 120 66.1

Days to female flowering 61.9 69.2 1.728 1.012 63.1 56.2 71.9 6.2 1.521 80.3

Days to male flowering 62.1 69.2 1.458 0.367 79.9 56.2 69.7 5.423 1.308 80.6

Yield (t/ha) not corrected 2.291 9.5 1.661 0.673 71.2 0.711 5.837 1.031 0.545 65.4

Yield (t/ha) (12.5% Hr) - - - - - 0.638 5.127 0.833 0.438 65.5

TSC first ratings** 2.1 4.2 0.198 0.194 50.4 - - - - -

TSC second ratings** 2.428 4.564 0.318 0.382 45.4 2.765 5.073 0.109 0.065 62.9

TSC first ratings*** - - - - - 1.114 3.071 0.073 0.037 66.5

TSC second ratings*** - - - - - 2.173 5.054 0.117 0.055 67.9

Vg , genetic variance; Ve , residual variance; H2 broad sense heritability.
*Minimum and maximum were the best linear unbiased prediction values.
**Values were measured per plot.
***Values were averaged of six plants.

stratification and other confounding factors (Yu et al., 2006;

Kang et al., 2010).

We conducted genome-wide association using an exact

model, GEMMA (Genome-wide Efficient Mix-Model

Association), to reduce a systematic underestimation of

marker effect (Zhou and Stephens, 2012). As other mixed

models, GEMMA also includes a relatedness matrix, as well as

fixed covariates, to further account for additional population

genetic structure. Significance in association was accessed

based on the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate at 5%

(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

The global build GBSv2.7 for maize was generated by a

global collection of 42,000 maize accessions (Hearne et al.,

2014a). After filtering for SNPs that have < 50% of missing

data, 537,082 polymorphic SNP loci for 2011’s TSC panel and

540,952 SNP loci for the 2012 panel were retained for association

analyses. Genotypic values of these SNP profiles were extracted

from the GBSv2.7 Beagle 4 imputed dataset (Hearne et al.,

2014b). Since there is the possibility that resistant alleles in

landraces might be in low frequency, all SNPs were used for

model fitting regardless its allele frequency. In addition, we

replaced the remaining missing data (< 0.03%) after the Beagle

4 imputation with the mean of the locus due to the requirement

of GEMMA algorithm for a full SNP matrix without missing

genotypic values.

Confirmation of significant associations

Based on the significant associations from the 2012 data,

a trial was constructed to confirm the identified associations

in the summer season of 2014. We selected within the larger

GWAS panel of the Breeders Core Collection for genotypes that

had not been phenotyped for TSC reaction with the five most

highly significant SNP variants associated with decreased TSC

second foliar ratings. The genotypic data from the single plant

used as the male parent of the topcrosses were used to identify

the accessions with any of the 5 putative favorable alleles and

their corresponding accession topcross were evaluated in the

confirmation trial. There were no individuals within the larger

GWAS panel that contained more than one of the five positive

SNP variants, so all of the regions were tested individually,

except for one accession already identified in the 2012 accession-

topcross trial. The accession topcrosses corresponding to the

selection described above made up the confirmation trial. In

addition, a null set of negative controls was selected within the

larger GWAS panel of accession topcrosses, which had none of

the five SNP variants that were associated with reduced TSC

foliar leaf damage scores. The selection of this null set for this

confirmation trial involved the following sequence of steps. Step

1: the group of accessions identified within the TSC panel as

having lower tar spot foliar damage scores and the presence of

the favorable alleles identified through this association mapping

study were designated as Group 1. Step 2: Accessions within

the full GWAS panel, which did not have the putative favorable

alleles were placed into a second group (Group 2). Step 3:

Using genetic distances, those accessions in Group 2 that were

genetically closest to the accessions of Group 1 were selected

and became Group 3. Step 4: Accessions in Group 3 with

phenotypes closest to the phenotypes in Group 1 were selected

based on Euclidian distance of characteristics considering days

to flowering and plant and ear heights (Group 4). Step 5: the

accession topcrosses made from the accessions identified as

Group 4 became the null set for the confirmation trial. The GBS

genetic profile was most similar to the most resistant families

without having any of the 5 identified positive SNP variants;
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within this group there was a further selection for thosematerials

with similar flowering time, plant height, and ear height, in order

to test materials that were the most similar both genotypically

and phenotypically to the most resistant accessions but not

containing the 5 most significant positive allelic variants. Table 2

displays the allelic states of the accession-topcross families

evaluated in this confirmation trial. These materials were hand

planted in the same field site in Guadalupe Victoria, Chiapas, as

the previously described trials on 17 June 2014 in a Randomized

Complete Block design with 2 replications. The plots were 2-

m long with 20-cm spacing and thinned to 11 plants per plot.

Fertilization and management were in accordance with the

standard hybrid management for this tropical region. Foliar leaf

ratings were taken using the same 0–5 rating scale previously

described for the 2012 trial using individual plant ratings of the

6 central plants. The first foliar rating was taken on 18 September

and the second on 29 September 2014. The agronomic data

was recorded for male and female flowering time, plant and

ear height, number of leaves, and stalk and root lodging and

the yield data were taken at harvest with number of plants

harvested. The data were analyzed using a linear mixed model

for a complete block design, including the effect of block and the

random effect of accessions top crosses. Tar Spot Foliar Ratings

data taken on 6 individual plants per plot included in the model

a sampling error to measure the variability between plants. This

variability can be related with the segregation of the accession

topcrosses. Contrast comparisons were performed for Tar Spot

Foliar Ratings for each putative favorable allele to compare the

score of the group with the favorable allele against the group

without the favorable allele. The same contrast comparisons

were carried out for grain yield adjusted to 12.5% humidity.

BLUPs were obtained for each of the accession topcrosses and

plotted against the state of the five highly significant regions, as

to whether the putative favorable allele was present or absent.

Standard deviations were calculated for Tar Spot Foliar Ratings

for each putative favorable allele.

Results

Phenotypic variation and heritability in
TSC evaluation

The ranges and variation of the phenotypic evaluations for

TSC foliar disease ratings of the 918 F1 families (accession

topcrosses) evaluated in 2011 and 2012 trials under natural

infection in Chiapas and the associated agronomic traits are

listed in Table 1. The complete results of the mixed model

analysis is shown in Supplementary Table 3S. Due to the use of

an un-replicated experimental design with repeated checks, only

the broad-sense heritability was estimated (denoted as H2 in

Table 1). In general, the heritability estimates in the 2012 trial

were higher than 2011; the most heritable trait across the panels

was days to male flowering (H2 =79.9% in 2011 and 80.6% in

2012 across trials 58.6%).

For each trial, two foliar leaf disease ratings were taken

approximately 2 weeks apart. The first, at the initiation of

coalescence of necrotic lesions, generally identifies the most

susceptible materials, and the same ratings 2 weeks later

differentiate materials where the disease has been limited in

progression. Different foliar disease rating methods were used:

in 2011, TSC foliar disease rating was done with the 1-5 scale

visual estimation of the average damage of the plot (1= no

damage and 5= dead plants), whereas a 0-5 scale was used on

an individual plant basis for 2012 (0 = 0–2% necrotic lesions; 5

= 80% or greater necrotic lesions) and an average of 6 central

plants were taken to represent the disease ratings for each plot

of accession topcrosses. The visual estimation of foliar disease of

the plot as a whole has been used in line and hybrid breeding

where the materials are homozygous; however, the F1 families

(accession topcrosses) were segregated for all traits due to the

heterozygosity of the landraces involved. Therefore, the rating

of 6 plants on an individual basis and taking a mean was

implemented to achieve a more precise estimation of the family

mean. The same 1–5 scale rating used in the 2011 trial was

also taken in the second rating of the 2012 trial, allowing a

direct comparison of disease pressure between years. As shown

in Table 1, the TSC disease development was about 10% higher

in 2012; greater disease pressure was also reflected in the lower

grain yield of 2012. TSC foliar disease ratings using the average

of 6 central plants with a slightly expanded scale (0–5) resulted

in a broader range of foliar scores in the same year; similar

estimates of heritability, 67.9 vs. 62.9%, were found using the two

scales, but the genetic variance of the accession topcrosses was

7% greater and the residual variance was 15% lower using the 0–

5 scale with the mean of 6 individual plant ratings, indicating an

overall increase in efficiency over a plot rating (1–5 scale). We

performed a GWAS association for all TSC 5 foliar ratings from

2011 and 2012 but focused on the phenotypes which were the

average of six individual plants using the Ceballos and Deutsch

(1992) 0–5 rating scale employed in two ratings in 2012.

TSC foliar rating, accession per se,
accession topcrosses, and yield

Figure 2 shows the inverse relationship between increasing

foliar leaf damage scores (more TSC) and decreasing yield.

H2 in the 2012 data underlying Figure 2 were 65.5% for

yield and 67.9% for second TSC foliar rating using the

Ceballos and Deutsch scale, averaging 6 individual plant

scores per plot. Most of the accession topcrosses (shown

as black dots) had foliar lesion scores between 4 and 5,

indicating extensive leaf necrosis, with correspondingly

low yields due to lack of photosynthetic area to fill grain
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TABLE 2 Allelic composition of 2014 confirmation trial at five highly significant SNP locations identified in 2012 trial.

Allele ID Chromosome SNP position Favorable allele Num. Individuals tested Genetic composition

C1 1 294,545,401 A 12 All A

C3 3 28,738,913 C 9 All C

C5 5 20,408,412 A 2 All heterozygous

C8 8 141,775,118 T 5 All heterozygous

C10 10 137,349,674 C 8 7 heterozygous and 1 C

C1, C3, C5, and C8 All but 10 All but C10 C1: A; C3: C; C5: A and C8: T 1 C1: A, C3:C, C5: A, C8: heterozygous

These entries were selected from the larger GWAS panel that had not been evaluated for TSC. SNP positions are based on Zm-B73-REFERENCE-NAM 5.0 reference genome.

FIGURE 2

Relationship between the TSC (tar spot complex) foliar disease rating and the grain yield for accession topcrosses, accessions per se, and

commercial checks evaluated in 2012. TSC ratings were plotted using second foliar ratings (Ceballos and Deutsch, 1992 scale 0–5) as an

average of 6 plant scores per entry. Grain yield is adjusted to 12.5% humidity.

(Figure 2). However, there is variation for both the foliar

disease rating and the yield within the accession topcrosses

as demonstrated by a small number of accession topcrosses

with low foliar leaf damage and high yield; in particular, two

accession-topcross families (CML269/CML264//Oaxa280

and CML495/CML494//Guat153) had foliar leaf damage

score below 3 on the 0-5 leaf damage scale and yields above

1,000 g per 2-m plot. Comercial hybrid checks, of tropical

and subtropical adaptacion, used as spatial checks are

shown as blue dots in Figure 2, their relative susceptibility

indicates high TSC disease pressure in this trial and the

resistance level of comercial hybrids at the time. The

best 4 accession topcrosses from the 2011 trials (highest

yielding and least foliar leaf dammage) were also included

in 2012. The two best performing accession topcrosses

from the 2011 trial were CML269/CML264//Oaxa280 and

CML495/CML494//Guat153, which were also the best

performers in 2012.
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TheMaize Germplasm Bank accessions fromwhich themale

parent of these best 2011 accession topcross were sampled were

also included in the 2012 trial as per se entries (bulk landrace seed

from CIMMYT Maize Germplasm Bank) to examine whether

the resistance found in the single plant used as the male parent

was representative of the resistance found in the accession. The

TSC foliar disease score of the accessions per se, shown as

red dots in Figure 2, had similar foliar disease resistance for

TSC to their related topcrosses, indicating that the resistance

is dominant; however, the yield levels of the accessions per se

were much lower than the related topcrosses. The yields of Oaxa

280 and Guat 153 per se were 15 and 48% of their topcross

yield, probably due to the late flowering for acessions per se

(9.2 and 7.6 days later to female flowering for Oaxa 280 and

Guat 153 than mean days to male flowering of the accession

topcrosses), which would artificially depress the yield levels of

the accessions per se because of insufficient pollen for grain

fill. The commercial checks, shown as blue dots in Figure 2,

clustered in the susceptible range of 4 and 5 for TSC foliar

disease rating, indicating the limited range of genetic resistance

in maize hybrids comercially available at the time the study

was conducted.

Correlations in TSC foliar ratings and
associated traits

The correlation analysis of the traits within year and between

years showed a similar pattern: grain yield negatively correlated

with TSC foliar disease rating and positively correlated with ear

and plant height (0.82 and 0.83 for 2011 and 2012, respectively)

(Table 3). The second TSC foliar rating, taken 2 weeks after

the initial rating, had a greater negative correlation with yield

(−0.40 and −0.58 for 2011 and 2012, respectively) than the first

TSC foliar rating, taken at the initiation of the spread of lesions

on lower leaves (−0.36 for 2011) using CIMMYT’s standard

visual averaging on 1–5 scale. Using the average of six individual

plant scores on a 0–5 scale also demonstrated a greater negative

correlation with yield in the second foliar rating (−0.61 in 2012)

than the first TSC foliar rating (−0.46 in 2012). Between years, all

traits showed a consistent, positive correlation with themselves.

Flowering time was negatively correlated with TSC foliar disease

rating (−0.07 and −0.07 female and male flower for 2011 with

TSCma2 2011;−0.05 and−0.07 female andmale flowering with

TSCts2 for 2012), indicating later flowering plants were slightly

more resistant to TSC. Taken as a whole, these data indicate

correlations between later flowering, taller plants and higher ear

placement with lower foliar TSC ratings (−0.05 flowering,−0.23

plant height, −0.18 ear height with TSC ts2 second foliar rating

using average of 6 individual plants on a 0–5 scale in 2012).

Racial designation and TSC of CIMMYT
Germplasm Bank accessions

Since plant height, ear height, and days to flowering are traits

that are characteristic of differences among maize landraces

(Sanchez et al., 2000), and these are also characteristics that

could affect TSC-disease reaction of the plant, means for the

second TSC foliar ratings were determined by race using

the primary racial designation of CIMMYT Germplasm Bank

for each accession used as the male parent in the accession

topcrosses. In Figure 3, the means and ranges of TSC ratings

of the primary racial designation of the accessions evaluated

in this trial are demonstrated by a colored ball and a vertical

bar, respectively, and only the maize races which had 4 or

more accessions represented in our 2011 and 2012 trials were

displayed. A green ball at the mean point indicates a race native

to Mexico, while red indicates a race from another country.

The few races of maize showing significantly lower mean TSC

foliar rating are Conico (3.60), Tehua (3.63), and Oloton (4.27);

these races also had the greatest range of TSC foliar ratings.

Conversely, the races with the narrowest range of TSC foliar

ratings such as Guaribero (min 4.62, max 4.91) and Rio Grande

Dentado (min 4.54, max 4.85) were among the highest mean

TSC ratings, indicating their susceptibility.

The most resistant accessions in these trials originate from

areas where TSC has been present for as long as the disease

has been recorded. Conico is a race with wide distribution

throughout higher elevations of Mexico, while Oloton and

Tehua are races with a limited distribution (CONABIO, 2020),

mainly found in higher elevations of Chiapas, Oaxaca, and

Guatemala, regions affected by TSC over a long enough period

that there are indigenous names for the disease. These two races

evolved in areas with some of the highest seasonal rainfall in

Mexico (Ruiz-Corral et al., 2008), and therefore high relative

humidity and extended leaf wetness periods to support the

infection and disease development. In our trials, Oloton and

Tehua showed a significantly lower mean for TSC rating and

displayed a broader range for TSC response. The observed

differences in range of disease reaction in affected areas are

likely due to survival of a subset of plants that produced ears

in years when TSC pressure was severe, and seeds of which

were planted out the following year which may not have had

disease pressure. This intermittent selection would maintain

such a broad range of disease reactions. The races with the lowest

range of TSC reaction originated from areas distant from TSC

pressure, indicating their uniform susceptibility to TSC; these

are mostly from South America, the Caribbean, or are Mexican

races such as Tabloncillo and Chapalote from the northern parts

of Mexico, where the climate is dry, making it not conducive

for TSC.
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TABLE 3 Pearson correlation coe�cients and the level of significance of TSC (tar spot complex)-related traits.
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2011 Ear Ht.a *** *** *** ** ** *** *** *** *** *** 0.3024 0.0027 0.0037 0.1107 ***

Plant Ht.b 0.82 *** *** 0.0016 ** *** *** *** *** *** 0.8129 0.0038 0.0046 0.8397 0.0029

Flowering (F) 0.50 0.49 *** 0.0759 0.1315 0.2804 *** ** *** *** 0.2617 0.8304 0.7820 0.2177 0.4471

Flowering (M) 0.47 0.44 0.85 0.1480 0.1622 0.9682 *** *** *** *** 0.2084 0.8300 0.9121 0.3053 0.2493

TSC ma1c −0.16 −0.14 −0.08 −0.07 *** *** 0.0307 0.0855 ** 0.0035 *** *** *** *** ***

TSC ma2d −0.17 −0.15 −0.07 −0.07 0.58 *** ** ** *** ** *** *** *** *** ***

Grain Yld.e 0.21 0.24 0.05 0.01 −0.36 −0.40 0.0024 0.0035 0.0323 0.0539 *** *** *** *** ***

2012 Ear Ht.a 0.56 0.48 0.30 0.36 −0.13 −0.20 0.18 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

Plant Ht.b 0.43 0.42 0.24 0.29 −0.10 −0.20 0.17 0.83 *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

Flowering (F) 0.36 0.35 0.40 0.41 −0.19 −0.24 0.13 0.50 0.49 *** *** 0.3370 0.9863 *** ***

Flowering (M) 0.41 0.39 0.44 0.45 −0.17 −0.20 0.11 0.53 0.52 0.88 *** 0.1678 0.6175 *** ***

TSC ma2f −0.06 −0.01 0.07 0.08 0.29 0.53 −0.27 −0.37 −0.41 −0.32 −0.33 *** *** *** ***

Grain Yld. e 0.18 0.17 −0.01 0.01 −0.33 −0.58 0.39 0.30 0.35 0.04 0.05 −0.58 *** *** ***

Adj. Yieldg 0.17 0.17 −0.02 0.01 −0.33 −0.57 0.40 0.28 0.33 0.01 0.02 −0.56 0.99 *** ***

TSC ts1h −0.10 −0.01 0.08 0.07 0.36 0.54 −0.27 −0.43 −0.44 −0.38 −0.40 0.64 −0.46 −0.44 ***

TSC ts2i −0.23 −0.18 −0.05 −0.07 0.39 0.60 −0.32 −0.43 −0.46 −0.41 −0.43 0.71 −0.61 −0.58 0.66

aEar height.
bPlant height.
cTSC disease readings of first rating using 1–5 scale on a plot basis on 23 September 2011.
dTSC disease readings of second rating using CIMMYT 1–5 scale on a plot basis on 7 October 2011.
e Grain yield.
f TSC disease readings of second rating using CIMMYT 1–5 scale on a plot basis on 4 September 2012.
g Adjusted grain yield based on 12% humidity.
hTSC disease readings of second rating using Ceballos 0–5 scale on per plant basis on 19 August 2012.
iTSC disease readings of second rating using Ceballos 0–5 scale on per plant basis on 4 September 2012.
***p < 0.0001; ** p < 0.001.
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FIGURE 3

Di�erences within maize races (Maize Germplasm Bank designation of accessions) in response to TSC (tar spot complex) shown as means (dots)

and ranges (line length) of foliar disease ratings for races where 4 or more accessions topcrosses were evaluated in 2011 and 2012. Native

Mexican races are designated by green dots and races from outside Mexico with red dots. Oloton and Tehua (green dots) are accessions

collected from regions where TSC has been prevalent and show selectable variation.

Genotypic information and principal
component analysis

After filtering the raw, unimputed GBS SNP to have

< 5% missing data, 7,601 SNPs were used for the PCA

and structure analysis. Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC),

a model selection criterion, identified four, possibly five

genetic clusters as the best model fit for the number of

the principal components (Supplementary Figure S1) (Peiffer

et al., 2014). The first principal component separated Brazilian

accessions from the rest of the TSC panel [Figure 4A generated

using R-ArcGIS (R Core Development Team, 2015)], and

with four principal components, Figure 4B demonstrates that,

first, lowland vs. highland accessions can be separated by a

major principal component; second, Caribbean accessions are

genetically distinguishable from Mexican accessions; and third,

northern South American maize could be a genetic mixture

of lowland Mexican and Caribbean maize. These findings

support that the spread of Mesoamerican lowland landraces

was through Central America to South America (yellow dots

of Figure 4B) (Vigouroux et al., 2008). Finally, accessions from

Brazil and the Caribbean are in different clusters from the

rest of Latin America, and the few red dots in southern

Brazil and Paraguay might be the Cuban germplasm brought

in by agricultural extension programs prior to World War

II (Vigouroux et al., 2008).

Structure analysis and association
mapping of TSC disease response and
related phenotypes

Using the STRUCTURE analysis, 4 sub-groups were revealed

based on within-group allele frequencies (Figure 4C), with

potentially the 5th genomic sub-group distributed evenly across

(the green component in Figure 4C). To control population
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FIGURE 4

Spatial principal component and STRUCTURE analyses of maize landrace accessions of TSC GWAS panel. (A) Distinct genetic composition of

Brazilian accessions (red dots) in TSC panel by the first principal component (PC). (B) Genetic clustering of lowland, highland Mexican, and

Caribbean accessions by four PCs. (C) Distinct genetic structure between highland (red), lowland (blue), mid-attitude (yellow) Mexican

accessions, and Caribbean ones (pink) of TSC GWAS panel.

stratification in the genome wide association (GWAS) analysis,

the loadings of the first 5 PCs were included as the fixed

variables in linear mixed models (see model comparison in

Supplementary Figure 1S).

To gain genome-wide knowledge of TSC resistance, we

performed mixed-linear model genome-wide association using

the data from the 2012 Chiapas field evaluation, where the

phenotypic information foliar TSC ratings taken 2 weeks apart

were taken by averaging the individual ratings of 6 central plants

using the Ceballos and Deutsch (1992) scale. The TSC field

evaluations used in GWAS were the first foliar rating in August

(TSCts1 in 2012), second rating in September (TSCts 2 in 2012),

and the adjusted grain weight (GW) in 2012. Days to 50% male

and female flowering were also recorded for each plot. All mixed

models were tested with inclusion of male and female flowering

times as covariates.

Using a false discovery rate (FDR) < 5%, only one SNP

was found significantly associated with the first TSC foliar

rating phenotype (TSCts 1 in 2012) on chromosome 9. After

converting the B73 RefGen_v3 to the Zm-B73-REFERENCE-

NAM-5.0 position, this associated variant is located in a

putative protein coding gene GRMZM2G103247. Nine landrace

accessions in our 2012 panel were found carrying this T/G SNP

variant (MAF= 1.1%) associated with TSC resistance (lower

TSC foliar ratings).

With the same FDR threshold, in total, 41 associations

were identified using TSCts 2, the second foliar rating with

the inclusion of 5 PCs and female flowering time as covariates

(Supplementary Table 2S); the largest effect of TSCts 2 resistance

of these associations was found with the S3_28617473 SNP

variant, contributing to ∼25% of leaf area saved (Figure 5). We

also examined the CIMMYT’s CML panel of 538 maize elites

using the same GBSv2.7 SNPs (Wu et al., 2016) and found this

large effect C/G substitution on chromosome 3 was not seen in

the CIMMYT’s CML panel (Table 4). Associations with larger

effect tend to have MAF lower than 2%, with the exception of
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TABLE 4 Genome position, allele frequency, and the a priori candidate genes for GWAS SNP variants responsible for both TSC and grain yield in landraces.

SeeD TSC Landrace GWAS Panel CIMMYT Elite CMLf

CHRa Positionb Alt. Allelec Ref. Alleled Ale. Freq.e p value Alt. Allelec Ref. Alleled Ale. Freq.e a priori Candidate Genesg

1 220,208,152 G A 0.012 6.84e-11 - A 0

1 293,062,932 A C 0.018 1.01e-10 - C 0 GRMZM2G035890

1 294,545,401 A C 0.014 4.54e-12 - C 0

2 222,203,533 C G 0.014 9.01e-13 - G 0 GRMZM2G327635

3 28,738,913 C G 0.01 4.53e-15 - G 0 GRMZM2G180620

3 226,101,314 A C 0.034 2.00e-09 A C 0.01 GRMZM2G116135

5 14,341,966 G A 0.016 2.01e-09 G A 0.01

5 20,408,412 A C 0.01 8.34e-11 - C 0 GRMZM2086763

7 15,830,073 G C 0.019 3.21e-10 - C 0

8 141,775,118 T C 0.047 3.55e-09 - C 0

8 153,975,928 A C 0.019 3.52e-11 A C 0.04

9 97,887,699 G T 0.022 7.76e-09 - T 0 GRMZM2G431524

9 145,851,242 C A 0.019 4.36e-11 C A 0.08 GRMZM2G114126

9 145,851,248 A G 0.019 4.36e-11 A G 0.08 GRMZM2G114126

10 68,133,031 T C 0.012 1.82e-09 T C 0.01

10 110,664,559 T C 0.022 3.37e-08 T C 0.01

10 137,349,674 C G 0.012 3.47e-08 - G 0 GRMZM2G018027

aCHR, chromosome.
bPosition based on Zm-B73-REFERENCE-NAM 5.0 reference genome.
cAlt. Allele, alternative allele.
dRef. Allele: reference allele.
eAle. Freq., alternative allele frequency.
fAllele frequency from 538 CIMMYT inbred lines.
gGene model that SNP is located in; gene ID was based on maize confident gene set. For the flanking genes of the associated variants, see details in Supplementary Table 2S.
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association variant S8_138133667 on chromosome 8 (MAF =

4.7%, Supplementary Table 2S).

Of these 41 associated variants, 15 are located within

13 maize genes (Zm-B73-REFERENCE-NAM 5). For

example, the A/C transition of SNP S3_19462129 and

C/G transition of SNP on chromosome 10 are located

within maize genes GRMZM2G116135 of chromosome 5

(Table 4; Supplementary Table 2S) and GRMZM2G018027

of chromosome 10 (Supplementary Table 2S), respectively.

The GRMZM2G116135 of chromosome 3 is an ortholog

of Arabidopsis gene AT3G16780, a plant ribosomal protein

RPL19 that is considered to play a role in pathogen responses

(Ascencio-Ibáñez et al., 2008; Nagaraj et al., 2016). The

GRMZM2G018027 gene on chromosome 10 is homologous to

Arabidopsis OXS3 (Horn et al., 2014), which is a chromatin-

associated factor and also involves in stress tolerance (Blanvillain

et al., 2009).

When considering the maize genes that locate within close

proximity to the significantly associated SNP variants, several

genetic responses to pathogens were uncovered. For example,

∼8,000 base pairs downstream to the associated variant

S1_215332051 on chromosome 1 found the Zm00001eb041860

gene, a homolog to Arabidopsis gene AT5G1600 that

encodes MYB transcription factor (Supplementary Table 2S).

Additionally, maize gene Zm00001eb260980 located on

chromosome 6 about 2,000 base pairs downstream to the

associated variant S6_5163406 is a BIR1 gene homolog,

which is related to the regulation of plant innate immunity in

Arabidopsis (Liu et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2017).

We also conducted an association mapping using grain

weight corrected to 12.5% moisture as the yield component

for the TSC panel. Seventeen SNP variants responsible for

both grain weight and TSCts 2 were identified (FDR <

0.05; Table 4), confirming the correlated impact of TSC to

grain yield (Figure 5). For example, SNP variant S3_28617473

located in maize gene GRMZM2G180620 on chromosome 3

contributes almost 2 tons/hectare increased grain yield also

showed the largest effect on TSC resistance (Figure 5). Maize

gene GRMZM2G180620 is annotated with stress response

(GO:0006950) and response to a molecule of fungal origin

(GO:0002238); it has four different splice variants and SNP

S3_28617473 is found in the protein-coding region of three of

them. The top five associations of TSC showed significant effect

on both the yield and the lower second TSC foliar ratings, which

were further validated with our confirmation trial in 2014.

Although all significant association variants have low MAF,

the identification of these rare variants responsible for disease

resistance and increased yield suggests the usefulness of the

genomic diversity in landraces and the potential for mining

beneficial alleles that are unseen in elite varieties. Table 4

summarizes the association results of these pleiotropic variants

and the comparison of allele frequency with 538 CIMMYT’s

CMLs (Wu et al., 2016).

Confirmation of significant associations

Using the above findings, an experiment was designed to

confirm the effect of the SNP variants associated with lowered

TSC foliar ratings. Accession topcrosses, not previously screened

for TSC, having any of the identified alleles were included in

this trial, along with accessions that had similar phenotypic

characteristics but did not have the putative alleles. In Figure 6,

the second TSC foliar disease ratings were plotted together with

grain yield for each putative allele tested in the confirmation

experiment conducted in 2014. Means and SDs were calculated

based on the state of the five highly significant regions, as to

whether the putative favorable allele was present or absent, as

indicated in Table 4. The negative check (null set) consisted

of accession topcrosses where the accessions did not have the

favorable SNP at any of the 5 positions but had similar genomic

profile to the accessions identified as resistant. The means of the

TSC foliar ratings are represented as blue dots for each of the 5

putative favorable SNP alleles, with the SDs represented as a line

of the same color. The mean grain yields for the same entries

with the 5 putative favorable SNP alleles are represented as red

balls with their SDs shown as red lines. The final column of the

figure shows the TSC foliar leaf damage rating and adjusted yield

of the only entry (Oaxa 280) with multiple favorable alleles (4 of

5 identified, missing data for SNP variant on chromosome 10).

The other accession which had very low foliar damage scores

Guat 153 could not be determined due to missing data at all

loci. There were no other accessions found with more than one

favorable allele present in the entire GWAS population. The

accession Oaxa 280 is listed in the CIMMYT Germplasm Bank

as Primary Race Conico and Secondary Race Oloton. Guat 153 is

listed in the CIMMYTGermplasm Bank as Primary Race Tehua,

with no secondary race.

Discussion

Rare variant GWAS as gateway analysis
for allele mining in diverse populations

Genome-wide association has been proven successful in

identifying common variants associated with human disease

(Pritchard, 2002). There is, however, a growing body of evidence

supporting the role of rare variants in complex trait associations

(Asimit and Zeggini, 2010). For example, the allele frequencies

for the variants identified as protective for type I diabetes range

from 0.46 to 1.1% (Nejentsev et al., 2009). In the Dallas Heart

Study, the SNP variants associated with the level of low-density

lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) were present at extremely low

allele frequencies (0.03–0.6%), and most of these associated

variants were specific to the population/racial background

(Cohen et al., 2006).
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FIGURE 5

Allele frequencies, association significance, allelic e�ect sizes for resistance, and adjusted grain yield for TSC (tar spot complex resistant SNP

variants (mean ± std err). TSC resistance was translated into percentage of leaf area saved; the grain yield was shown in tons/hectare.

Similar to our TSC study in the Seeds of Discovery Initiative,

the advantage of genetic analyses using large admixed panels

is demonstrated, especially when a collection of phenotypes is

considered. Such focus, aided by the availability of common

SNP profiles across different population ancestries, facilitates the

use of shared parameter controls in large studies of multiple

traits. Also, the collection of common samples on a suite

of traits of interest to the community enables meta-analyses,

encouraging discovery of latent meaning from cumulative

knowledge (Evangelou and Ioannidis, 2013; Pharoah et al.,

2013). The trade-offs accompanied with diverse GWAS panels

include the complexity in population genetics properties that

complicates rare allele identification and confounds genetic

analyses, thereby negatively impacts the portability of tag-SNPs

(Rosenberg et al., 2010). The uncertainty in distinguishing rare

variants from missing data could be concerning, especially

when determining the SNP genotypes from a great deal

of sequence diversity (Asimit and Zeggini, 2010). Various

imputation algorithms are available for addressing this issue in

SNP calling (Li et al., 2009; Marchini and Howie, 2010), in which

most algorithms depend on shared LD patterns and accurate

haplotype generations that can confidently capture genotypic

information of genomic segments in both GWAS population

and in reference. As a result, interpreting missing data can be

challenging. In Seeds of Discovery, the strength of Beagle 4 in

extracting haplotypes from heterogeneous data for imputation

provides reasonable accuracy for our GWAS analysis (Swarts

et al., 2014), as demonstrated by Romero Navarro et al. (2017).

Although the extensive amount of structural variation in maize

genome still imposes concerns on missing data interpretation,

such imputation challenge should be explicitly examined when

multiple reference genomes are available.

Apart from the rareness in SNPs, concerns on low

portability of tag-SNP in diverse populations might also

impede the use of heterogeneous GWAS panels (Rosenberg

et al., 2010). The cautions are not only in statistics but

also biological validations for such SNP variants must be

considered. Examining haplotypes from a highly diverse West

Africa population, Helgason et al. (2007) identified variants in

a transcription factor 7-like 2 gene that are associated with type

2 diabetes. The same variants were then replicated and refined

in an Icelandic population, suggesting that reproducible, rare

variants, identified from high levels of haplotype diversity, could

be powerful tools for fine mapping causal variants (Teo et al.,

2010). Many of these roadblocks for using diverse materials will

eventually be removed when new sequencing technologies make

it feasible to conduct GWAS by using enriched sub-genome

libraries (Rabbani et al., 2013; for example of identification of

rare SNPs susceptible to cardiovascular diseases, see Norton

et al., 2011). As a result, allele mining with diverse GWAS

panels could be the gateway to identifying beneficial alleles

that might have been lost due to the bottleneck effect in the

process of modern breeding. The use of field validation, as

demonstrated in this research, might likely be a desirable route

for confirming genomics findings to the field. When consistent,

reproducible genomic variations can be realized, and efforts
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FIGURE 6

Confirmation Trial 2014. Second foliar leaf damage ratings and yield from previously unevaluated accession-topcross entries selected for state

(+/-) of favorable alleles at five highly significant SNP regions identified in 2012 trials. Negative check without any favorable alleles; C1 =

favorable allele identified on chromosome 1 (S1_287736035); C3 = favorable allele identified on chromosome 3 (S3_ 2861473); C5 = favorable

allele identified on chromosome 5 (S5_19462129); C8 = favorable allele identified on chromosome 8 (S8 _138133667); C10 = favorable allele

identified on chromosome 10 (S10_134718316); C1,3,5,8 = single accession topcross with multiple identified favorable alleles (c10 missing

data). Mixed model results for the analysis of TSFD and GY. Adjusted means (dots) and standard errors (vertical lines) are represented in the figure.

P-values compare the adjusted means for each set of TC against the set of negative controls. Values lower than 0.05 are highlighted in red.

in re-discovering useful diversity from exotic germplasm and

wild relatives could very likely be expanded to meet agricultural

demand (McCouch et al., 2013).

Genetics of disease resistance and allele
mining from Germplasm Bank accessions

Plant-pathogen interaction is complex in nature (see review

in Jones and Dangl, 2006). Studies on the genetics underlying

disease resistance have suggested a spectrum of different

genetic models, ranging from single genes with large effects

(Hao et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2014), polygenic additive model

(Poland et al., 2011; Olukolu et al., 2014), to a genetic

architecture that highlights the interplay of many minor

loci and copy number variation (Cook et al., 2012; Jamann

et al., 2014). To genetically dissect the TSC resistance to the

obligate pathogen, P. maydis, a single QTL model with strong

dominance, was proposed from phenotypic segregation tests

of eight parental lines (Ceballos and Deutsch, 1992). Using

a mapping population derived from CIMMYT inbred lines

(CMLs), a single QTL with large effect for TSC resistance was

reported by Mahuku et al. (2016). This major QTL was also

identified in CIMMYT’s Drought Tolerant Maize for Africa

panel (DTMA) (Cao et al., 2017). Using a panel of broader

diversity, our study described a greater number of SNP variants

associated with lower TSC foliar damage ratings. Although

it is a relatively simpler genetic architecture in comparison

with other diseases caused by necrotrophic fungal pathogens

(Poland et al., 2011), the benefit of mining Germplasm Banks

is demonstrated.
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Tar spot complex (TSC) has been reported in many

Latin American regions, where its occurrence is common in

moderately cool, humid, tropical, and subtropical mountainous

areas, that is, in climates where northern corn leaf blight

(NLB) develops readily (Ceballos andDeutsch, 1992). Given that

TSC pressure has not been consistent in all sites, hypotheses

proposed by the “arms-race” metaphor and balancing selection

on the same site for different traits (variable selection in

heterogeneous temporal disease pressure from NLB and TSC)

predict the maintenance of polymorphism in the populations

that have had disease pressure. Our findings, where the

polymorphism of TSC resistance phenotypes can only be seen

in the germplasm collected from the regions with frequent TSC

occurrence, support this scenario. Landraces in southernMexico

and Guatemala where TSC occurs regularly have provided a

long-term breeding experiment that helps to maintain TSC

resistance in low frequency by the coevolution of host-

pathogen relationship.

This panel of 912 landrace accessions characterized for TSC

reaction is notable for its diversity. It is a subset of a larger panel

of landrace accessions (4,471 accessions) from the CIMMYT

Maize Germplasm Bank described in Romero Navarro et al.

(2017). The adaptation of GWAS to landraces had to take into

account the diversity between landraces and within landraces in

phenotyping and genotyping methods. In spite of the differences

in working with maize landrace populations, we were able to

identify and confirm the putative SNP variants associated with

TSC resistance. GBS technology had the limitation of two alleles

segregating per loci, but maize landraces have an average of

20.9 alleles segregating per loci (Vega-Alvarez et al., 2017). In

order to work within the GBS system, a single plant represented

each landrace accession population. This selection of a single

plant gives a snapshot of diversity within these Germplasm

Bank collections. Phenotyping of the same single plant was

facilitated by using it as the male parent in the formation of

an accession topcross, which produced enough seed for multi-

location testing, and also decreased lodging, and sensitivity

to plant spacing and fertility levels, often seen in landraces,

thereby reducing the experimental error in the evaluation of

large numbers of diverse materials. The experimental design

and analysis then eliminated the effect of the hybrid and

provided BLUPs of the single-plant phenotype using a non-

replicated design with checks for spatial corrections. A single

plant of a landrace accession is heterozygous at the majority of

loci. Therefore, each accession topcross exhibited segregation

within the entry (plant row); because of this segregation, we

scored foliar leaf damage ratings as individual plants within

a row and averaged those scores to arrive at a more accurate

evaluation within entry. We used the 0–5 TSC foliar leaf damage

scale defined by Ceballos and Deutsch (1992), which better

accommodated the diversity in plant heights, ear heights, and

number of leaves per plant by defining each rating score based on

the amount of damage below the ear and above the ear since the

total leaf area and leaf area above and below the ear varied within

this panel due to diversity in morphology of the landraces. Most

foliar leaf damage scoring methods are based on the percentage

of leaf damage but assume little variation in the total leaf area

and in relative placement of the ear on the plant. Phenotypic

correlations of less leaf damage with taller and later maturity

plants lead us to examine the passport information from the

CIMMYT Germplasm Bank as to the classification of landraces

the accessions in the panel had been identified as belonging

to. We found that the accessions that were phenotypically

most resistant to TSC foliar damage were classified as Mexican

landraces which originate from areas where tar spot (P. maydis)

has been endemic at low levels since it was first recognized and

perhaps before since there are terms in indigenous languages

for this disease. This long-term selection over time in an

environment conducive to the development of at least one

component of the TSC has selected for a higher frequency of

resistant alleles within these populations than is found elsewhere

in Mexico. It is not surprising that many of the alleles we

found associated with resistance to foliar disease development

do not appear in modern hybrids (Cao et al., 2017). Intensifying

agriculture by growing two crops a year with irrigation

during the dry season has been speculated by Guatemalan

researchers to have increased inoculum in areas where the

disease had not previously caused damage, particularly as those

dry season planting were susceptible hybrids (Monterroso-

Salvatierra, 2014). The intensification of agriculture along with

less predictable weather patterns necessitates further study of

TSC in host plant resistance, pathogen population dynamics and

interactions, and crop management practices.

From the perspective of utilization of genetic diversity in

plant breeding, the results of this study are hopeful. The field

evaluation of the topcross from a single plant of an accession

identified sources of resistance. This resistance not only held up

for the foliar trait but was also demonstrated as higher yield in

the topcross of the accession likely due to greater photosynthetic

levels when leaf area is not lost due to TSC leaf necrosis. The

most resistant material in the field was also identified as the

only accession with 4 out of 5 of the favorable alleles. The

association of favorable alleles held up even when the resistant

accession (Oaxa 280) was removed from the analysis (data not

shown). The field phenotyping and the genotyping confirmed

the resistance of this accession. There are several examples

of use of these maize accessions identified at CIMMYT for

TSC resistance in maize germplasm projects. We crossed the

accession Oaxa 280 with farmer-held varieties in several villages

in higher elevations of Oaxaca to increase the resistance to TSC

in those regions as part of a participatory breeding project.

We first evaluated the accession in those villages for adaptation

and level of resistance to TSC compared to the local landrace

and asked farmer’s opinions. The accession Oaxa 280 was

originally collected in the Mexican state of Oaxaca and farmers

were much more interested in crossing their local landraces
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with another landrace that came from within their own state

than in using a source of host plant genetic resistance from

another region. In two villages, farmers expressed that there was

improvement of TSC resistance from crosses and backcrosses

with Oaxa 280 to their local landrace. In a separate effort, the

TSC-resistant CML 576, an elite inbred from the CIMMYT

Maize Program, was crossed and backcrossed to the resistant

accession Guat 153 from Guatemala to evaluate whether there

was complementarity of resistance between the two donors and

the research is ongoing.

Tar spot complex (TSC), together with many other newly

emerging diseases such as Cassava Mosaic Virus (Thresh and

Otim-Nape, 1994) and Ug 99 (Singh et al., 2011), is like Ebola,

a disease known to have previously existed, laying in low

frequency, and causing little global awareness until epidemics

occur (World Health Organization, 2014). Emerging plant

infectious diseases could develop into unexpected, devastating

epidemics, causing serious impacts including famine-related

death, especially for poorer regions of the world (Vurro

et al., 2010). While the spreads of TSC reported between

1970 and 2015 were in tropical and sub-tropical regions, the

recent reports of tar spot in the US and Canada show how

rapidly an introduced pathogen can become a major disease

problem (Ruhl et al., 2016; Rocco da Silva et al., 2021),

with tar spot firmly in the North American temperate corn

belt and causing significant yield losses. Our results in TSC

support the approach taken by CIMMYT’s Seeds of Discovery

Initiative as efficient for accessing beneficial genotypes/alleles

from the variation preserved in Germplasm Banks. Although

it is indeed like searching for a needle in a haystack, a

systematic effort as such to unlock and make available useful

variation in landraces would be of great benefit in the search

for a solution to the challenges of rapid population growth

and food security. The challenge is to move unique alleles

of resistance found in open pollinated varieties conserved

in CIMMYT’s Germplasm Bank into an elite tropical and

temperate commercial hybrid, and local landraces without

severely impacting agronomic performance.
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